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General Information 

This update can exclusively be used for the PSS
®
SINCAL Platform 9.5. It can't be used with other 

product versions! 

Attention: Administrator rights are necessary to supply the update! 

Proceeding for Installation 

 Close all running PSS SINCAL Platform applications 

 Decompress the Zip archive 

 Copy the directories/files into PSS SINCAL Platform installation directory 

 Start the program PSS Tool and then press the button "Register" in the tab "Administration"  

If you have further questions, please contact the PSS SINCAL Support (phone +43 699 12364435,  

e-mail sincal@simtec.cc). 

Additions/Corrections Update 5 (October 30, 2013) 

This update contains all the additions of the previous update and on top of that the following error 

corrections and additions.  

PSS SINCAL User Interface 

 Models for Dynamics 

Advanced implementation for models in container directories. These can be connected now as 

global or local models. Previously, it was only possible to use these models in conjunction with 

search paths. 

 

Electrical Networks 

 Load Allocation 

Improved implementation for unbalanced networks. 

 ArcFlash 

Improved messages when a fault cannot be switched off within the maximum allowable clearing 

time of 2 seconds. 

 Dynamics 

Fixed of a bug when defining a residual flux for the saturation. The data was not considered 

correctly. 

 Load profile calculation 

Fixed of a bug in the diagrams at the turn of the year in leap years. 

 Reliability 

Support the priority of switching actions also for branch elements. 

 Optimal Network Structure 

Correction of a bug when generating lines based on the optimization results. The data of the 
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default line was also applied to reused existing lines. 

 

PSS NETOMAC 

 Load flow 

Enhanced implementation when multiple controlled G types which are connected to the same 

node. 

Suppression of internal intermediate nodes in load flow results. 

 Calculation settings 

Correction of a wrong default value in the definition of the units for time steps in the dynamic 

simulation. 

Additions/Corrections Update 4 (September 3, 2013) 

This update contains all the additions of the previous update and on top of that the following error 

corrections and additions.  

PSS SINCAL User Interface 

 Data screen forms 

Improved implementation of the numeric input fields in data screen forms. 

 

Electrical Networks 

 Eigenvalue calculations 

Fixed of a bug in accessibility of NEVA. 

 Load development 

Fixed of a bug in the date-dependent structure of the network model. 

 PSS E import 

Correction of an error when importing controller settings from the DYR file.  

 DGS import 

Correction of a rounding error when importing infeeders. 

 Network elements with models 

Improved implementations at network elements with models in reliability calculations and 

protection coordination. 

 Power controlling at shunt reactors and shunt capacitors 

Improved power controlling at the node. 

 Lines with coupling data 

Correction of an internal initialization problem at DC-elements when coupling data is present in 

the file. 

 Dynamics simulation 

Enhanced processing for signal in container models. 

 Protection device type database 

Correction of the min and max values for circuit breakers with transformers of type STRxxx. 
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PSS NETOMAC 

 Signal output 

Fixed of a bug at the output of line-line voltages. 

 Load flow 

General improvements in the load flow and in considering the Q limits of generators. For this 

purpose improvements in the load flow algorithm have been implemented, which can be 

activated with the following control switch in the "Bin" directory: 

"USE_NEW_LOADFLOW.LIC" 

 BOSL  

Improved initialization in controller functions.  

 

PSS NEVA 

 New program version 

Now, the new PSS NEVA version 3.99 is implemented in the PSS SINCAL Platform. 

Additions/Corrections Update 3 (August 5, 2013) 

This update contains all the additions of the previous update and on top of that the following error 

corrections and additions.  

PSS SINCAL User Interface 

 Graphical element group 

Improvements in the copying and pasting of Graphical Element Groups. 

 Better display of the network diagram 

Enhanced rendering of small objects using Windows7 and Direct2D.  

 

Electrical Networks 

 CYMDIST import 

Improvement when importing networks with geographic coordinates. 

 Protection coordination 

Correction of an error in calculation of protection routes. 

Correction of an initialization problem with BOSL models. 

 Transformer with controller 

Correction of an error when outputting control position results. The position of the control was 

calculated correctly, but after storing in the database, a wrong control position on side 2 has 

been issued. 

Correction when determining the impedance of autotransformers with controllers. 

 Dynamics simulation 

Improved implementation of synchronous machines without dynamics input data. In the 

dynamics simulation these are modeled as unsaturated infinite supply sources. 

 Harmonics 

Limit for filters of the same harmonic numbers has been set from 1E-3 to 1E-5. 
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 Short circuit 

Correction of an error at power units, if further transformers were directly connected to the inner 

node. 

Correction of an initialization problem in conjunction with BOSL models. 

 PSS E import 

Improved version detection for old RAW files. 

 

PSS NETOMAC 

 Controller 

Now VREF and QREF are supported too. 

Correction of an error using models with network licenses. 

Correction of an error at encoded models. 

 PSS
®
E import 

Improved import of saturations at GENROU and GENSAE. Incorrect data are now recognized 

when imported and corrected. 

 Signal explorer 

Correction of an error in RES files with multiple X axis. 

 Processing the NET file 

Fixed of a problem with variables that have the same name as the predefined variables. 

Improved error messages. 

 Diagrams 

Improvement in printing and displaying signals with many points. 

 Flicker 

Correction at flicker determination of signals, which were plotted with small time steps, and 

correct consideration of start time for the flicker evaluation. 

Additions/Corrections Update 2 (July 1, 2013) 

This update contains all the additions of the previous update and on top of that the following error 

corrections and additions.  

PSS SINCAL User Interface 

 Dialog box for network areas 

Advanced selection of the assigned network elements. By pressing the SHIFT key to activate 

the selection function the network elements of all subordinate network areas are selected, too. 

 Using old PSS SINCAL 5.4 files 

Fixed a bug when processing the .sin files from the old version. 

 Smart Load Flow 

Load Profile charts were not updated automatically in the network diagram. 
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Electrical Networks 

 PSSE export  

Improvement for individually defined ukmin and ukmax at the transformer controller data. 

 Load flow 

Fixed of a bug for tap adjustment at shunt reactors and shunt capacitors. The establishment und 

shutdown date was not considered correctly in the controlling algorithm.  

 Contingency analysis 

Improved priority detection of a malfunction based on not delivered energy.   

 Short circuit 

Error correction in simulation of controllers with fixed tap position at generator units. 

 

PSS NETOMAC 

 Dialog box for editing plot definitions 

Fixed of a bug at editing the plot definition, when there was an "E" line in front of the actual data 

row. 

 Simulation 

Improved handling of time constants with very small exponents (< E-50) at DFIG. 

Improved processing of disturbance date for unbalanced stability simulation. 

Error message for missing ur at transformer shown only in EMT. 

 Load flow 

Better processing of separate network partitions. 

 BOSL 

Improved error messages.  

 Import/export 

Bug fixes in PSS E import. 

 Extern DLL 

Improvement of stability when using Salford external DLLs.  

Additions/Corrections Update 1 (June 4, 2013) 

This update contains the following error corrections and additions. 

General 

 Redistributeables 

The Redistributeables for IntelVisual Fortran are now also available in the "Bin" directory of the 

installation structure, to avoid problems with incorrect system configurations. 

PSS SINCAL User Interface 

 Message window 

Better performance in the User Interface, when a large amount of messages are displayed in 

the Message Window. 
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 Join lines 

Fixed of a bug when calculating the zero sequence data of the joined lines. 

 Update detection 

Fixed of a bug when checking for new updates at the web. 

 

Electrical Networks 

 General 

Improved implementation of the date-dependent network representation, especially for 

additional data (e.g. neutral points). 

 Protection coordination 

Improved implementation of under voltage tripping. 

Correction of a bug when generating protection route diagrams. 

 Load profile calculations 

Fixed implementation for loads with load flow type "Z constant". 

Improved asynchronous saving of results. 

Correction of a bug when loading results in the User Interface (occurred at time stamps with 

many decimal digits, e.g. 0,0166666667h). 

 CIM import 

Improved importing/exporting of controllers at the CIM15 ENTSO-E profile. 

Removing those attributes that are not available according to ENTSO-E. 

Improved import/export of synchronous machines (depending on the availability in the CIM file 

now either the coil or the compensation data are imported). 

 PSSE export, DVG export 

Fixed of bug in exporting neutral points. 

 

Pipe Networks 

 Standard types 

Correction of a problem when using standard databases in the GUI. 

 Manipulators 

Fixed of bug in connection with manipulators. 

 

PSS NETOMAC 

 Editor 

Correction of a fatal program fault when printing in the editor. 

 Diagrams 

Correction of an error at diagrams with zero offset in the calculation settings. 

Correction of a bug when diagram titles with variables were used. 

Correction of a bug when labels for data series were displayed directly in the diagram.  

 NetoCore/BOSL 

Improved DLL path management. 

Minor corrections in BOSL.Simulink DLLs are now also supported with more than 50 inputs and 

outputs. 
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 Import/export 

Bug fixes in PSSE import. 

Bug fixes in DTF import. 


